What is it?

Physics homework tutorial system that is research proven by National Science Foundation (US) as the most advanced and educationally effective system in the market.

Who are the people involved?

- First developed by Prof Pritchard who nurtured 4 noble Prize winners from his lab.
- Now co-developed by Pearson Education, the world's largest educational publisher.

Why is it for your school?

- Help your students learn with the same technology that is in used in top schools like Harvard, MIT, Imperial College London, NUS.
- Effective self-learning platform for students with guided response and specific hints.
- Easily administrated with minimum input from teachers.

How to participate?

- For $19.90, your students gain a 1 year access to MasteringPhysics – the online homework tutorial system.
- For $54.00, your students get both the access code and the college physics textbook that is used by many top secondary/high schools in Singapore and in the world.
- To order either option, please call our distribution partner EduMart at 96945739.

About Physics Online Olympiad

Visit www.physics.nus.edu.sg/~phyouthreach/onlineips.html to learn more about the competition platform.

Free study guides for the competition (Worth $69!)

with every 10 orders of the $54 text/access code bundle.